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The remittances of Overseas Filipino Workers' (OFWs) have been providing substantial financial 

source for the Philippines’ dollar reserves which are crucial for the country’s financial stability 

and as impetus for economic development. This study examined the contributions and implications 

of the OFW on the Philippine economy at the macro- and microeconomic levels and how these 

remittances contribute to economic growth and development. The research employed a data 

mining technique utilizing secondary data from the World Bank and some Philippine agencies 

which were subjected to statistical analysis. Charts and descriptive statistical analysis were 

generated to portray salient patterns and trends. The findings revealed that dollar remittances of 

OFWs have sustained the Philippines international reserves at substantial level essentially keeping 

the economy stable and the Philippine peso currency strong in recent years. The sustained dollar 

reserves safeguard the country from external shocks, downplay its reliance on foreign savings, and 

provide more currency for imports payments and external debt servicing.  The remittances also 

provide indispensable contributions to inclusive economic growth with direct reach to the Filipino 

masses through augmenting the purchasing power of remittances’ recipients. Moreover, they 

provide necessary sources for human capital development being channeled straight to the 

households which indispensably used them for food, health, shelter and education payments 

augmenting consumer spending and improving economic welfare. OFW rremittances were on the 

rise by more than ten percent per year until 2014, a very welcome development by the Philippine 

government which is in dire need for dollar currency inflows. As a matter of fact, every OFW 

remittance ascertains sustained inflows of dollar currency. Sending of Filipino workers abroad in 

response to the rising labor demands is ever viewed as a positive development because of the 

burgeoning number of labor supply which cannot be locally employed.  However, there are 

skepticism that this labor export practice could encourage government’s lackluster from concretely 

ruling out real policy reforms supportive to improving the domestic economy thereby lessen 

overseas employment needs. For some years, local job generation rate saw declining trend while 

overseas placement reached more than ten million Filipinos downplaying the real scenario of 

inequilibrium between local employment supply and job generation performance. Nonetheless, 

OFW remittances fundamentally address the Philippines' tangible need for dollar reserves and 

imply financial stability vital for economic growth and development.  
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